
2021/22 Primary Scheme of Work  

KS1 

Term Real PE Sport Skills 

1 Personal Invasion Game Ball Skills 

2 Social Invasion Game Ball Skills 

3 Creative Gymnastics  

4 Cognitive OAA  

5 Physical Striking and Fielding Skills 

6 Health & Fitness  Athletics 

KS2 

Term Real PE Sport 

1 Y3/4- Personal 
Y5/6- Cognitive 

Invasion Games 
6 Weeks 

2 Y3/4- Social 
Y5/6- Creative 

Invasion Games 
7 Weeks 

3 Y3/4- Cognitive 
Y5/6- Social 

Gymnastics 
6.5 Weeks 

4 Y3/4- Creative 
Y5/6- Physical 

Tennis  
6 Weeks 

5 Y3/4- Physical 
Y5/6- Fitness 

Cricket 
5 Weeks 

6 Y3/4- Fitness 
Y5/6- Personal 

Athletics 
7 Weeks 



Invasion Games  

Y3/4 

Lesson  WALT WILF 

1 Tag Rugby- To understand some of 
the key rules of tag rugby 

*To IDENTIFY 3 rules of tag rugby 
** To EXPLAIN the procedure for a free pass 

*** To SHOW understanding of the rules through activities 

2 Tag Rugby- To develop passing 
technique 

*DESCRIBE passing technique 
** DEMONSTRATE passing technique correctly 

*** APPLY passing technique in a game situation 
3 Tag Rugby- To use different 

methods of outwitting opponent  
*To DEFINE what evasion means  

** To USE evasive skills to outwit an opponent in a 1v1 situation 
***To CREATE an attacking tactic  

4 Tag Rugby- To develop decision 
making and team tactics during 

game play   

*To SHOW understanding of the rules during game play  
**To IMPLEMENT good decision making during game play 

***To EXECUTE a team tactic during a game 
5 Netball- To develop our passing 

technique  
*To IDENTIFY the 3 main passes used in netball 

**To EXPLAIN the key TPs for each pass 
***To DEMONSTRATE each pass with success 

6 Netball- To practice using the 
correct footwork  

*To DESCRIBE the footwork rule 
**To EXPLAIN the key TPs of the 1-2 landing and double foot landing 
***To DEMONSTRATE correct footwork during game type activities 

7 Netball- To use the correct 
technique when shooting  

*IDENTIFY the key TPs of the shooting technique 
**SHOW the correct technique when shooting 

***EVALUATE a peers technique and give feedback 



8 Netball- To develop our game play 
understanding  

*DEMONSTRATE understanding of key rules 
**USE a variety of skills 

***IMPLEMENT team tactics during game play 
9 Football- To show close control   *To be able to TELL me the key teaching points in order to keep close 

control 
** To SHOW close control in closed activities 

*** To APPLY close control in open activities when under pressure 

10 Football- To develop passing over 
different distances 

*To IDENTIFY the correct technique for a short range pass  
** To DEMONSTRATE the use of the correct passing technique over a 

shorter distance in a closed activity 
*** To APPLY a variety of passes in both open and closed activities 

11 Football- To practice our technique 
of shooting  

*To DESCRIBE different ways in which you might shoot in different 
scenarios 

**To SHOW some success with shooting in open and closed activities 
*** To EVALUATE a peers shooting technique and provide feedback 

12 Football- To apply previous learning 
into games  

*To RECALL all of the key TP’s we have learnt in football 
** To APPLY a range of skills during a match situation with some success 

***To ANALYSE a peer during a match and give effective feedback  

 

 

 

 

 



Invasion Games Y5/6 

Lesson  WALT WILF 
1 Tag Rugby- To pass the ball whilst 

on the move in a range of 
formations  

*To EXPLAIN the importance of passing whilst moving at speed 
** To DEMONSTRATE the underlap and the scissor passing move 

*** To CREATE a passing move to be practiced 
2 Tag Rugby- To understand what 

the principles of attack are and 
apply them 

*To IDENTIFY the key principles of attacking 
** To USE the principles of attack to outwit an opponent 

*** To EVALUATE a team’s attack and give feedback 
3 Tag Rugby- To understand what 

the principles of defence are in tag 
rugby and to apply them 

*To IDENTIFY the key principles of defending in rugby 
**To DEMONSTRATE use of the principles against an opposing team 

*** To EVALUATE a team’s defence and give feedback 
4 Tag Rugby- To begin to use our 

knowledge of the game to help 
referee games 

*To DESCRIBE the key rules of tag rugby 
** To EXPLAIN the offside rule in tag rugby 

***To APPLY you knowledge of the game to officiate a match 

5 Netball- To create space using 
passing and movement off of the 

ball 

*To EXPLAIN the importance of creating space 
** To DEMONSTRATE dodging skills to evade markers  

*** To APPLY a range of passes at the correct time during a game 

6 Netball- To practice applying the 
correct footwork rules in game like 

situations   

*To DESCRIBE the footwork rule 
**To USE the correct footwork including the ‘1-2’ landing 

***To APPLY a range of landings during a game  

7 Netball- To understand what the 
principles of attack and defence 

are and apply them.  

*To DESCRIBE what is meant by ‘man marking’ 
** To SHOW strong defensive skills when marking a player 

*** To CREATE a centre pass attacking tactic 

8 Netball- To create and use a range 
of tactics during games  

*To IDENTIFY the different positions in netball  



** To EXPLAIN which parts of the pitch different players are 
allowed to go  

*** To CREATE defensive and attacking tactics for match situations  
9 Football- To use passing and 

movement off the ball to create 
space    

*To DESCRIBE the passing technique used in football over short distances 
**To EXPLAIN the importance of movement in football 

***To DEMONSTRATE good movement off of the ball along with a range 
of passing techniques 

10 Football- To apply attacking 
principles to outwit an opponent  

*To IDENTIFY some of the principles of attack in football 
** To CREATE an attacking tactic to outwit and opponent 

*** To EVALUATE your tactic and adapt where needed 

11 Football- To understand the 
different formations and begin to 
apply them in different scenarios 

*To EXPLAIN the different positions and their roles 
**To SHOW understanding of positions and roles through gameplay 
***To COMPARE formations and consider when each might be used 

12 Football- To develop knowledge 
and understanding of officiating 

*To DESCRIBE the key rules of football 
** To EXPLAIN the offside rule in football 

***To APPLY you knowledge of the game to officiate a match 

 

 

 

 

 

 



KS2 Gymnastics  

Y 3 & 4 

Lesson WALT WILF 
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Y 5 & 6 
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KS2 Tennis  

Lesson WALT WILF 
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KS2 Cricket  
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Y 5 & 6 

Lesson WALT WILF 
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KS2 Athletics  

Y 3 & 4 
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Y 5 & 6 

Lesson WALT WILF 
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